New Economic Report Casts Major Doubt
on Howard Terminal Proposal by the A's
A new report published by widely-respected consulting firm Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS) contradicts key claims
the Oakland A’s have made in justifying their controversial ballpark and mixed-use development at Howard Terminal.

The data doesn't support the A's claims; confirms that the project threatens viability of Oakland's working waterfront.

A's CLAIM
The proposed development will not interfere with current or future
maritime operations.

Economic Report Finding
There are numerous transportation, land use, and maritime
conflicts with the A's development project – including major traffic
congestion along trucking corridors, stadium lights and recreational
boaters disrupting ship movements, the dangerous convergence of
freight trains and pedestrians, and the loss of a critical staging area
for truck, train, or ship loading (p. 19-21).
Proposed terms could jeopardize expansion of the Turning Basin,
threatening the long-term viability of the Port (p. 19).
There are no comparable sites in the Bay Area where the maritime
uses could go, and the loss of industrial and maritime jobs at the
Port would likely be permanently irreplaceable (p. 20).

A's CLAIM
Howard Terminal is currently sitting unused with no maritime or
shipping activity.

Economic Report Finding
Howard Terminal is critical to on-time port operations. It is
currently being used for container and truck staging, transloading
and devanning loads, and allowing shorter truck trips to load and
unload vessels. This capacity is vital to the efficiency of the Port,
enhancing off-peak travel and reducing truck traffic, congestion,
and emissions in surrounding neighborhoods (p. 14).
Howard Terminal may be needed for the future growth of
maritime activities, and as one of a very limited number of deepwater marine terminal sites in the Bay Area, it would be difficult if
not impossible to replace (p. 3).

A's CLAIM
The project will result in a $902 million increase in economic output.

Economic Report Finding
The A's analysis is significantly overstated and fails to acknowledge
the economic activity associated with the current stadium, and what
development would be truly additive compared to displacing
development that could occur elsewhere in Oakland (p. 16).
Only 7% of the projected economic impact will be generated by the
stadium itself; the rest will come from real estate development
including residential, hotel, and office uses (p. 3).
The project threatens the long-term competitiveness of the Port
(p. 21). Local businesses received $2.2 billion from providing services
at the Port, generating $281 million in state and local tax revenue;
the cargo moving through supports almost 500,000 related jobs
with an economic value measured at $60.3 billion (p. 9).

A's CLAIM
The project will be privately financed without putting Oakland
taxpayers on the hook.

Economic Report Finding
The City’s support of special state legislation for creating a tax
increment financing district for the project (SB 293) suggests that the
City does intend to invest tax revenues in this project (p. 3).
The A's fail to address the cost of infrastructure improvements needed
at the site to make it workable for anything other than industrial use. (p.
18).
It is apparent that the A's are relying on revenue generation from
ancillary development – not the stadium – to finance much of the cost of
the project, despite the enormous challenges of entitling and marketing
its use (p. 18).

The A's Howard Terminal Project is the wrong choice for Oakland.
About the study: EPS is an Oakland-based land-economics consulting firm that has provided expertise on numerous development projects throughout the
Western United States over the last 30 years. The report was commissioned by the East Oakland Stadium Alliance, following the release of an A’s-sponsored
study whose figures economic experts criticized as highly dubious.
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